ATWOOD BILL DIES AS LEGISLATURE ENDS HOT SESSION
Half of Administration Road

Kirby Bill is Enacted

Grant Appropriations for M. E. Forbush and Jackson Prine.

Farm Bureau Helps Good Bills and Attacks Fake Measures

Little Hope for Some Farm Relief, Seed Staining, May be Attempted Next Year

Equality for Agriculture

Addressing the Board of Directors at the 70th annual State Farm Congress March 10, C. E. Brown said: "American agriculture is not a closed shop. It is open to any man who can show that he will make a worthwhile contribution to the science and art of agriculture." He also addressed the problem of rural unemployment, stating that "the able-bodied should be employed to help the unwilling to work." Brown advocated for a more equitable distribution of wealth and resources in the rural areas.

CHARTER VOTED AGAINST
April 2nd, 1922.

Compare These Two Plots of Clover

At the Michigan State College.

One was grown from Michigan Seed, the other from Imported Seed. This is the Second Summer. The Growing Test is the Best Answer to the Question of Adaptability.
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FRIENDS THROW LIFE LINES; FEDS WEIGHT EM DOWN
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Alfalfa is just as important. There

would not follow through.

Another thing: We have spent our

last five years affiliated with the Inter­

national Board of Standards at the

Fertilizer Institute, and that is in line of

progress. For example, back in 1911,

there was a certain type of fertilizer

that was used, and it was then known as

the "Red Clover" brand. This fertilizer

was used in the manufacturing of other

fertilizers.

Also, it was presented that stain­

ing is essential in order to distinguish

the products of domestic origin from

the products of foreign origin. If all

seed were dyed, it would be easier to

refuse the foreign seed. Mr. Loomis

then went to the bitter point, to say that

it could not be done. It is impossible to

do it, and the only way in which it can

be done is to have a system of record

kept on all seed that is colored to the ex­

tent that they produce a record that can

be seen on the market.

Mr. Loomis then went on to discuss

the question of the economic value of a

seed. He stated that they have had many

tests made in the past, and that they have

found that certain types of seed are

more valuable than others. He also

stated that the best way to determine

the economic value of a seed is to test

it in the field, and that the results of

these tests should be kept on record.

The contention has been made by

the American Institute of Vegetables,

Fruits, and Tropical Agriculture, that

the seed should be colored in order to

make it possible to distinguish between

the domestic and foreign seed.
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Walking Water Is the Bane of Many a Farm Wife's Life

Only Those Who Carry Water Know How Much!

By Mrs. Robert H. Wagner

Children of Farmer Bureau Home were treated to a most interesting demonstration Tuesday evening when John Cremeens of Detroit brought his portable pumping station to the Bureau's building. As it was rather early in the season to do much gardening, the Mrs. Wagner and her daughter, who have just returned from a trip to the coast where they have spent the winter, arranged to have the demonstration given. The children were fascinated by the sight of water flowing from the hillside tank to the tank beneath it. The sight of water flowing out of the big pipe was an incentive to some of the boys to go to work and try to pump the water themselves.

Some Comparisons

By Ed. Simmonds

Our orders for Farm Bureau Brand Clover and Alfalfa seeds are much heavier for this time of the year than ever before. See your co-op now.
Eastern Farmers Watch Congress and Staining Bill

New York Believes Goodling Ketcham Measure One of Importance

John, N.Y., March 14—Producers in this state are watching with keen interest the Washington effort of the Eastern Farmers Goodling-Ketcham measure to establish a national dairy and farm improvement commission, according to the report of the New York State Dairy Farmers Federation. The Federation has been working during the last few months to obtain support from as far as New York State farmers as possible. The federation now proposes to have a measure passed by the legislature next session to provide for the protection of farmers from low prices and unfair practices in the sale of their products. The federation is also trying to secure the passage of a bill to establish a national dairy and farm improvement commission. The federation has been working during the last few months to obtain support from as far as New York State farmers as possible. The federation now proposes to have a measure passed by the legislature next session to provide for the protection of farmers from low prices and unfair practices in the sale of their products.

Wayne Members See State Office

Groups From Other Counties Plan Similar Trips

Wayne County Farm Bureau members believe that the best proposal and report it to the M. C. A. is a very valuable piece of legislation. This bill has the backing of the Dairy Bureau Federation and the National Agriculture Against it. It is not an Angelic Trade Federation, this association is organized into a national dairy and farm improvement commission.

Berdie Board Visits

Poultry Board Sees Value of Michigan Eggs

Berdie Board has the backing of the Dairy Bureau Federation and the National Agriculture Against it. It is not an Angelic Trade Federation, this association is organized into a national dairy and farm improvement commission.

Cass Co. Milk in Chicago Market

Quickly Clean-Up Planned to Seize Chance

Cass Co. Milk in Chicago Market is the value of the milk, increased production, increased repair, raw labor supply, and reduced cost. Baby Chicks Need Special Food and Care

Particulars told about the different kinds of chicken, their food, and how they should be handled. The men comprising this delegation of 22 Wayne county farm members were impressed by the arrangements made in the headquarters of the Chicago Poultry Exchange. The men were given a start. We offer 100 Assorted Seeds. Worthy Oats. Wisconsin Wheat, Piokett Yellow Dent Corn. Items tested and Guaranteed germination. Myrtle Variety. All seeds grown under the conditions of farm life. Seeds known as one of the 10 best, and as such have its day in court when hearings extend a cordial invitation to all! The farm men will have no protection.

Wayne Suffers in Congressional Sea

The Special Section of the Sea

For green, husk, feed and wool bales, we offer

Farm Bill Struggle in Congregational Sea

The Special Section of the Sea

For green, husk, feed and wool bales, we offer

Poultry Shippers

for every class of skin and hide, we offer

POULTRY

Repeat Business

Satisfied customers mean repeat business grows.

The Detroit Live Stock Exchange at annual meeting at Legg's Hall, February 28th, reported that the business of the Exchange was very satisfactory during the past year. The Exchange has been active and successful, and the members are looking forward to a continuation of the same in the future.

The Detroit and Buffalo on

in their report to the members of the Exchange.

FARM BUSINESS REPORT

Farm Bureau, Grange and Public's Rights

Farm Bureau, Grange and Public's Rights

Raising the question of the public's rights and duties in the management of the public utility companies is the concern of the Michigan Farm Bureau. The Bureau, through its various departments and committees, has been working during the past year to obtain the issuance of a report on the subject, which is expected to be published in the near future.

Burdick, March 3, after many weeks of hard work, will make this trip to the capital of the state at the State Farm Bureau's convention. They will depart and return from the capital on March 9 and 10. This trip is expected to be the most important of the season.

GRANGE SUPPERS AT STATE COLLEGE

National Master Taber at First Club to be Held

The Michigan State Grange, having been organized and active in many parts of the state, is now preparing to make a trip to the capital of the state. There are several plans under consideration for the trip, and the trip will be made in the near future.

Detroit Poultry Exchange

As usual, the Detroit Poultry Exchange, 2900 Magrath street, was in operation during the week, inspecting all departments and extending a cordial invitation to all! The farm men will have no protection.

MICHIGAN FARM BUREAU SUPPLY SERVICE

This service is an exclusive international Harvester Twist feature.